ABSTRACT. N. Th. Varopoulos showed the existence of corona solutions for bounded holomorphic martingales (cf. [7] ). In this paper we investigate measures of Carleson type on usual filtrated probability spaces and as its application we estimate the corona solutions by a probabilistic modification of Wolff's approach.
Introduction.
Let (0, 7, P) be a complete probability space with a nondecreasing right continuous family (J(i); t > 0) of sub-tr-fields of 7 such that 7(0) contains all P-null sets. Assume that 7 = J(oo) (= \Jt>0 7it)).
Let p be a complex measure on R+ x fi, where R+ = [0, oo). We call the measure p Carleson type if \\p\\c = sup{|/z| (S(T))/P(T < oo): T is an (J(i))-stopping time with PiT < oo) / 0} < oo, where Sp) = {(i,w): T(u) < t < oo}, and where \p\ is the total variation of p.
In this paper we study measures of the above type and give an application to the corona theorem on complex Brownian spaces. In §2 we give a characterization of measures of Carleson type. In §3, by using results of §2 we prove our main theorem, Theorem 3, which is a probabilistic modification of Wolff's theorem relating to the corona theorem for bounded holomorphic functions on the unit disc. From our probabilistic modification we give in §3 an estimate of corona solutions obtained by N. Th. Varopoulos [7] . Our main theorem is different from a direct probabilistic approach of the theorem of Wolff. If one tries to estimate the corona solutions by a probabilistic version of Wolff, one needs to modify this approach, since even in the case of Brownian filtrated probability spaces we cannot use the normal family argument and the integral operator T(G)(z) = (2m) Jfu^i G(ç)(c -z)~x dç A dç. (1) p is a measure of Carleson type. Thus we obtain // \X\p\p\{dt,duj) < \\ß\\c\\X*\\p.
(2) -» (3) This is clear by Doob's inequality. The relation between measures of Carleson type and Carleson measures on domains of Rn is deep. We will study the relation and give applications to the harmonic analysis in a forthcoming paper.
3. Probabilistic modification of Wolff's theorem. Let izi{t):t > 0),..., izm(t): t > 0) be m independent complex Brownian motions on a complete probability space (fi, P) such that P(zy(0) = 0; j = 1,... ,m) = 1. For every t > 0, 7{t) denotes the cr-field generated by {zy(s): 0 < s < t;j = 1,... ,m} and all P-null sets, and 7 denotes the rr-field generated by (Jt>o ^"WLet d/dzj = iid/dxj) -(-l)1^2''{d/'dyj))¡2, where Xj = Re z¿ and yj = Im Zj, j = l,...,m.
For an Ito process G (cf. [3] ), let VG = YJ3n=iidG/dzj)dzj + idG/dt)dt (the bar denotes conjugation, here and always).
The following spaces were introduced by Varopoulos [7] : Hp = {Xoo G 77(fi): X = iXt = SLY^It)) satisfies DX = 0}, 1 < p < oo. 
two measures dp = £™=1 \idG/dz3)\2 dtdP and du = \(dG/dt)\ dtdP are Carleson type. (1) S°° is a subspace of H°°.
(2) For every 1 < p < oo, S°° is Lp-norm dense in Hp. (3) The algebra generated by S°° is a weak* Dirichlet algebra on (fi, 7, P) and weak" dense in H°°. (See [6] for the definition of weak* Dirichlet algebras.) Let us denote by ^/°° the algebra generated by S°°. The element AC*, of M°° has a nice property, that is, two functions supt \Xt\ and sup( \{dX/dzj)t\ are essentially bounded. Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper, Theorem 3. This is obtained by combining ideas of Wolff (cf. [2, p. 322]) and Varopoulos (cf. [7, p. 117]). For the proof we use essentially Theorems 1 and 2.
To simplify notation we will suppose that m -I, however, the proof holds in general. We denote z = zi.
Let Ft = P0{dG/&z)dz + fi{dG/dt)dt, t > 0. Take any Koo G ¿/°° with 11 Ä"oo 111 < 1. There exists a positive number s < 1 with Ko + £ ^ 0. Let L = K + e. By Lemma 1 we obtain two functions t?oo G 77"°° and hoo G 77"°° with \qoo\ = 1 a.s.
and Lt = qtiht)2, 0<t<oo. Then idq/dz)ih2) + 2qhidh/dz) = (dL/dz) = (dK/dz). Then there exist gi,...,gn£ H°° satisfying
(1) Eyli fj9j = 1 a-s-iVaropoulos [7] ).
(2) maxi <_,-<" ||oj||oo < C(n3/2¿~3 + rc2<5~4), where C is an absolute constant.
Here we prove the theorem only for m = 1. For any m we can prove the theorem in a simple modification of the proof of the case m = 1.
Let z -z\. For an / G Hp we denote by /' the stochastic derivative df/dz of /. The following lemma was shown by N. Th. Varopoulos.
Lemma (Varopoulos [7] ). Let \F\2 = (£"=il/il2) and let m, = ififj -fjhriww »a=4¿m(/¿/í -fity-/\F\6, 
